GO-KART

Honda Cadet GX160 2020 Exhaust with Heat
Guard
PRODUCT PART NUMBER: DEPHC1602
Product Information
For Honda Cadet the mandatory permitted exhausts are
either the DEP001 (DEPHC1600 - DEP HONDA CADET
GX160 Exhaust With Heat Guard) or DEP002 (DEPHC1602 DEP HONDA CADET GX160 2020 Exhaust With Heat
Guard) units only.
Its use should include the DEP-supplied tether secured to the
flange mounting stud. When using this exhaust, it is
recommended that a captive nut type of fixing be used to
secure the exhaust. The use of the additional support bracket
and vibration washer is not mandatory but is advised, and
non-use of this bracket will invalidate any manufacturer’s
warranty. No attempt should be made to alter the appearance
of the exhaust unit, it must have the same textures and
manufacturing marks on it as originally supplied. The flange
plate must be a minimum of 4.5mm at all points. The heat
shield is an integral part of the exhaust and must be in
place at all times. With this exhaust only, sealant may be
used with a single gasket, or alternatively two gaskets without
sealant.
For Honda Senior, the standard exhaust must be used but a
unit modified and sealed by an Agent may also be used. In
this case, the unit will bear a seal applied by an Agent and it
is the competitor’s responsibility to ensure this seal is in place
at all times.
At any time the modified unit on the engine can be
exchanged with one held by the scrutineer, who will then
send the competitor’s exhaust back to an Agent for
inspection. If this unit is found to have been tampered with in
any way, then the competitor will be penalised
retrospectively. No other repair or modification is allowed.
The heat shield should be in place at all times. Where the
original fixings have failed, they can be replaced with a rivettype thread repair, which can alternatively be welded, in
original position.

